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APPLICATION YSRB NO. 2000-3001
In the matter of the application to the Yukon Surface Rights Board under subsection
15(2) of the Yukon Quartz Mining Act (Canada), R.S.C. 1985, c. Y-4

BETWEEN:

City of Whitehorse
(Applicant)

AND:

Norwest Enterprises Inc.
(Respondent)
ORDER

On February 22, 2000, the Applicant submitted an application to the Board concerning a
dispute about a decision of the mining recorder made pursuant to subsection 15(1) of the
Yukon Quartz Mining Act as to security to be given for any loss or damage that may be
caused by the Respondent to land owned or lawfully occupied by the Applicant as a
result of mining activities undertaken by the Respondent on mineral claims HAT 1, 3 and
27, as recorded under the Yukon Quartz Mining Act.
On November 17, 2000 a panel of the Board convened a hearing on the above matter.
After considering the arguments put forward by the Applicant and the Respondent, the
panel orders the following.
1. In this order,
‘Active Cell’ means those areas within the Extended Landfill Site
a) in actual physical use by the Applicant or its agents or contractors in the
Extended Landfill Site for waste disposal or other related activities, or
b) under physical development, including removal of soil, rock or other related
materials, for the purposes of preparing the land for waste disposal or other
related activities,
but does not include roadways or cut lines.
‘Closed Cell’ means those areas within the Extended Landfill Site used in the past by
the Applicant for landfill;
‘Developed Land’ means
a) land which is an Active Cell or a Closed Cell; and
b) land within the Extended Landfill Site that is used by the Applicant, to access
and maintain either an Active Cell or a Closed Cell or for storage;
‘Extended Landfill Site’ means the land comprising Lot 1166 and which is held in fee
simple by the Applicant;
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In the matter of an appeal to the Yukon Surface Rights Board under subsection 15(2) of
the Yukon Quartz Mining Act (Canada), R.S.C. 1985, c.Y-4.
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Part A - Nature of the Dispute

This decision concerns an application submitted by the City of Whitehorse (the
‘Applicant’) on February 22, 2000 to the Yukon Surface Rights Board (the ‘Board’). The
application was made pursuant to s.15(2) of the Yukon Quartz Mining Act, R.S.C. 1985,
c.Y-4 (the ‘Act’) and involves a dispute respecting a decision of the mining recorder
made under s.15(1) of the Act as to the security to be given for any loss or damage that
may be caused by Norwest Enterprises Inc. (the ‘Respondent) to land owned or lawfully
occupied by the Applicant as a result of mining activities undertaken by the Respondent
on mineral claims HAT 1, 3 and 27, as recorded under the Act.

Part B - Preliminary Matters

In the course of resolving this dispute, the Board was required to address two preliminary
matters. The first of these involved the statutory sections pursuant to which the Board
would make its decision; the second was the proper identification of the parties to the
dispute. These matters are discussed below.

1. Statutory Authority for Making the Board’s Decision
In its application, the Applicant applied for a ruling from the Board pursuant to
subsection 15(2) of the Act and paragraph 65(a) of the Yukon Surface Rights Board Act,
S.C. 1994, c.43. Paragraph 65(a) of the Yukon Surface Rights Board Act states:
65. On application by
(a) a person, other than Government, who has an interest or right in the surface of
non-settlement land, or
(b) a person, other than Government, who has a mineral right with a right of access
under subsection 5.01(1) of the Canada Oil and Gas Operations Act, section 17
of the Yukon Placer Mining Act or section 12, as restricted by section 14, of the
Yukon Quartz Mining Act on that non-settlement land,
the Board shall, in relation to a dispute between a person referred to in paragraph (a)
and a person referred to in paragraph (b), make an order interpreting a provision
referred to in paragraph (b) in relation to the right of access.
It is the view of the Board that this section is not relevant to the dispute as described in
the Applicant’s application as the dispute does not involve the interpretation of a
provision of one of the statutes referred to in paragraph 65(b). As such, the Board did not
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rely upon this provision in making its decision. The Board has, however, relied upon
s.15(2) of the Act in makings its decision on the application submitted.
Subsection 15(2) of the Act states:
15. (2) Any dispute respecting a decision of the mining recorder under subsection (1)
as to the security to be given shall be heard and determined by the Yukon Surface
Rights Board in accordance with the Yukon Surface Rights Board Act on application
by the person who is to give the security or the owner or lawful occupant of the land.

2. Parties to the Dispute
In its application, the Applicant identified the parties to this dispute as being the City of
Whitehorse, Robert Hamel and Norwest Enterprises Inc.1 Mr. Hamel, in statements at the
hearing, argued that he should not be named as a party as the claims in question are not in
his name but are owned by Norwest Enterprises Inc. The Applicant agreed at the hearing
that Norwest Enterprises Inc. is the registered owner of the claims.
The abstract of record of mineral claims, maintained by Indian and Northern Affairs
Canada pursuant to the Act, verified that Norwest Enterprises Inc. owns 50% of each of
the HAT 1, 3 and 27 claims, with Kluane Drilling Ltd. holding the other 50% interest.
At the hearing, the Board agreed with the submissions made by the Respondent and ruled
that the parties to the dispute are the City of Whitehorse and Norwest Enterprises Inc.

Part C - Facts
The facts are as follows.
1.

The Applicant has developed a municipal refuse, waste disposal and landfill site
(the ‘landfill’) at the War Eagle and Son of War Eagle site in the City of
Whitehorse.

2.

In January 1988, the Applicant became the registered owner, in fee simple, of
Lot 1144, Quad 105 D/14, Yukon Territory, Plan 81167 LTO. The Applicant has
operated the landfill on Lot 1144 since 1985.

3.

On February 11, 1994, the Applicant, in writing, forwarded a request to the
Yukon Government respecting the transfer of 20.6 hectares of land, held by the
Yukon Government as Commissioner’s Land, to the Applicant for the purpose of

1

For clarity, the Applicant identified in its application the City of Whitehorse, Robert Hamel, Norwest
Enterprises Inc. and Kluane Drilling Ltd. The dispute between the Applicant and Kluane Drilling Ltd. was
resolved by these parties through mediation initiated by the Board. As a result, Kluane Drilling Ltd. was
not a party to the hearing and is not in any way subject to the order of the Board respecting this dispute.
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constructing a new landfill cell. The Applicant further requested permission to
access the land to perform a geotechnical study and topographical grid survey.
4.

On September 12, 1994, the Yukon Government authorized the Applicant to
survey 20.6 hectares (more or less) of Commissioner’s Land adjacent to Lot
1144, Quad 105D/14. The parcel included vacant, unsurveyed Commissioner’s
Land as well as portions of Lot 109, Group 5, FB 9191 CLSR and Lot 75, Group
5, FB 9171 CLSR.

5.

On May 15, 1995, mineral claims HAT 1 and 3 were located by Robert Hamel
and recorded in the Whitehorse mining recorder’s office on May 23, 1995.
Mineral claim HAT 27 was located by Robert Hamel on August 22, 1995 and
recorded on August 23, 1995. Ownership of the HAT 1, 3 and 27 mineral claims
were transferred to the Respondent on January 30, 1996.

6.

On June 29, 1995, the Applicant requested permission from the Yukon
Government to access the lands referred to in paragraph 3, prior to the
finalization of the land transfer, for certain clearing activities and to construct a
cell for the landfill, identified as Cell #3. On July 6, 1995, the Yukon
Government granted the Applicant permission to clear and construct Cell #3.
Cell #3 was subsequently developed by the Applicant.

7.

On or about June 27, 1997, the Respondent undertook mining activities on HAT
1 and in the course of doing so excavated portions of Cell #3. Shortly thereafter,
the Applicant restored the portion of Cell #3 that had been affected by the mining
activity by backfilling trenches excavated by the Respondent.

8.

The Applicant became the registered owner, in fee simple, of the lands referred
to in paragraph 3 on February 3, 1998. This land is identified as Lot 1362, Quad
105 D/14, Yukon Territory, Plan 97-107 LTO.

9.

The HAT claims are located, in part, on Lots 1144 and 1362. HAT 1 and 3 lie
primarily on Lot 1362; HAT 1 and 27 are located, in part, on Lot 1144.

10. On February 6, 1998, the Applicant notified the Yukon Government of its desire
to obtain ownership and establish control over a minimum 450-metre buffer zone
surrounding the landfill. On January 25, 1999, the Yukon Government
authorized the Applicant to proceed with the execution of the survey of
Commissioner’s Land within the proposed buffer zone.
11. On June 10, 1999, the mining recorder for the Whitehorse Mining District
notified Robert Hamel that pursuant to subsection 15(1) of the Act, and based
upon an inspection of the area which indicated significant development on the
claim sites, he was required to post security in the amount of $2,000 per claim for
the HAT 1, 3 and 27 claims.
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12. On February 22, 2000 the Board received an application from the Applicant with
regard to the matter presently before the Board.
13. On April 11, 2000 the Board accepted the application by the Applicant.
14. The Applicant continues to use a portion of Cell #3 for the disposal of waste.
Future activities at the landfill are to be phased over a 25 year time period. Over
this period of time, an estimated seven cells will be constructed, used for waste
disposal and closed so as to effectively seal the contents within the cell walls.
15. On November 20, 2000, three days after the hearing convened into this matter,
the Applicant became the registered owner, in fee simple, to Lot 1166, Quad
105D/11, Plan 2000-0042 LTO. This Lot encompasses the landfill and the buffer
zone referred to in paragraph 10 and has subsumed Lot 1144 and Lot 1362.
16. The HAT 1, 3 and 27 mineral claims are located fully within Lot 1166.

Part D - Arguments of the Parties
1. Applicant
The Applicant identified seven cells that are either existing or intended for use at the
landfill over an approximate 25 year period. They stated that any mining activity carried
on by the Respondent will affect their ability to use land that they lawfully own or have
lawfully occupied during the relevant time period. The Applicant’s stated primary
concern was that the activities of the Respondent, regardless of the scope or type of
activities undertaken, would disrupt the landfill and thereby cause loss or damage to the
Applicant.
The Applicant argued that the level of security set by the mining recorder on June 10,
1999 was not sufficient to protect the Applicant from any loss or damage that may arise
out of the activities of the Respondent. They argued that security must take into
consideration all possible activities that could occur on the land and could affect their
ability to operate a landfill at that site. The Applicant maintained that s.15(1) of the Act
was a ‘forward-looking provision’ that must contemplate any and all possible future
damage or loss that may occur. The Applicant also maintained that the security must
reflect any potential damage, not just physical damage.
The Applicant stated that in determining adequate security, the Board must consider the
costs incurred by the Applicant in developing the landfill and the cost that would be
incurred by the Applicant in relocating the landfill if the activities of the Respondent
become such that the Applicant was prevented from using the land as the landfill.
With respect to the level of security, the Applicant suggested that the level of mining
activity carried out by Respondent must be reflected in the security levels set by the
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Board. They further submitted that a regime of graduated security was appropriate. Such
a regime would see different security levels set in relation to the use of the cells (i.e.
active, closed or future cells) by the Applicant and the level of activity undertaken by the
Respondent. The regime should also address development costs incurred to date and
those anticipated if the Applicant was required to relocate the landfill.

2. The Respondent
The Respondent took the position that at the time it staked HAT 1 and 3, in 1995, the
Applicant was the owner of only Lot 1144; it was not the owner of the land that became
Lot 1362. The Respondent argued that since the mineral claims were there first, the
Respondent’s right to explore and undertake mining activities should not be lost.
With respect to security, the Respondent argued that there should be no requirement for
the Respondent to post security for the claims that are located under Lot 1362 because the
claims were staked before the Applicant became the owner of this land. With respect to
the claims under Lot 1144, the Respondent agreed that some level of security was
warranted.
The Respondent argued that it was required to, and would, comply with all requirements
of the Yukon Quartz Mining Land Use Regulations, SOR/99-10. Because of this, there
should be no impact caused to the Applicant. With regards to the level of security, the
Respondent contended that the Applicant’s $8.5 million estimated cost of building a
proper landfill is irrelevant to the amount of security. The Respondent agreed that a
higher level of security than that determined by the mining recorder was justified with
regards to those mineral claims located upon Lot 1144 because the Applicant was there
first. It also stated that it has no plans to work on Lot 1144. Finally, the Respondent
argued that the Applicant’s submission on graduated security does not provide
justification for the security requested and the levels proposed are excessive.
Finally, in the course of presenting its submissions, the Respondent argued that the
Applicant is conducting an illegal operation at the site for a number of reasons. The
Respondent raised concerns about the fact that the Applicant erected a fence at the
landfill, did not have a land use permit and that the Applicant is operating without a water
license.
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Part E – Discussion and Analysis

1. Preliminary Matter
As noted above, in the course of making its submission, the Respondent raised a number
of concerns about the legality of the operations of the Applicant at the landfill, including
erection of a fence, not having a land use permit and operating without a water license.
The Board has determined that these matters are beyond the jurisdiction of the Board.
Therefore, these issues shall not be discussed further and form no part of this order.

2. A Question of Competing Rights
The Board is satisfied that the Applicant is the lawful owner of the surface of the land
upon which all of the HAT claims are located.2 As such, the Applicant has the right to
the use and enjoyment of their land and the right to use that land for any purpose that it
wishes, subject to any limitations that may be imposed by law. Therefore, if the
Applicant chooses to establish a landfill on Lot 1166, it has the right to do so, subject to
any laws applicable to this land use.
The Board is also satisfied that the Respondent, by virtue of the Act, has rights that flow
from the staking of mineral claims HAT 1,3 and 27 that affect the land owned by the
Applicant. Subject to s.15(1), these rights include the right to enter onto the lands for
mining purposes and to mine.
The staking of the HAT claims occurred in 1995. Lot 1144, which overlays part of the
land subject to the mineral claims, became the property of the Applicant in 1988; Lot
1362, which overlays the vast majority of the land subject to the mineral claims, became
titled to the Applicant in 1998. The Applicant was given permission to use, and thereby
occupy, the land that is now considered to be Lot 1362 by the Yukon Government in
1995. It is evident from this that the staking of the claims occurred both before and after
the Applicant either acquired title to the surface or obtained permission to occupy the
lands.
However, the Act does not draw any distinction vis a vis the requirement to pay security
on the basis of whether the mineral claims are staked before or after the land becomes
lawfully owned or occupied. As a result, the Board is of the view that although the
respective rights of the Applicant and the Respondent were obtained at various times, this
does not affect whether security should be required or the level set for the security.
2

It was noted by the Board that at the time the Applicant submitted its application and at the time the
Board convened a hearing into this dispute, the Applicant lawfully owned part of the land subject to the
HAT claims and was the lawful occupant of other lands subject to the HAT claims. The Applicant, at the
hearing, indicated that the final transfer of ownership from the Yukon Government to the Applicant was
pending and that when this transferred was completed the Applicant would own the entire landfill area and
that Lots 1144 and Lots 1362, amongst others, would be consolidated into one lot. Record of this transfer,
which occurred on November 20, 2000, was provided to the Board on January 5, 2001.
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Security to be paid is to be determined solely as provided for in s.15(1) of the Act, which
states:
15.(1) No person shall enter on for mining purposes or shall mine on lands owned or
lawfully occupied by another person until adequate security has been given, to the
satisfaction of a mining recorder, for any loss or damage that may be thereby caused.
Considering the above, the issue becomes solely one of whether the amount of security
determined by the mining recorder was adequate in the circumstances and if not, what
level of security is adequate to meet the objectives of s.15(1)?

3. The Nature of Security
To answer the question of whether the security determined by the mining recorder was
adequate or not, the Board must determine, with some level of certainty, what the loss or
damage is that may be incurred by the Applicant as a result of the lawful activities of the
Respondent. Once this question has been answered, the Board must then determine the
appropriate amount of security to be given in light of the loss or damage that may be
caused.
Before addressing these questions, it must be stated that this is a dispute concerning
security, not compensation. At the hearing, the Board heard the two terms used almost
interchangeably by the Applicant, the Respondent and the Intervenor. The Board has
determined that ‘security’, as used in s.15(1) of the Act, refers to the funds to be posted
by the holder of the mineral rights in recognition of the potential loss or damage incurred
by the landowner or lawful occupant of the land in relation to the landowner or
occupant’s potential decreased ability to use and enjoy their property. It is separate and
distinct from compensation which is designed to recompense for actual loss or damage
caused. Compensation for such losses is the subject of s.15.1 of the Act.

4. Potential Mining Activity of the Respondent
Subsection 15(1) of the Act refers to the “loss or damage that may be thereby caused”.
To determine what these losses or damages may be, the Board has concluded that it first
must determine what the activities are that the Respondent may undertake. With this
information in hand, the Board can determine what the possible impacts are and what
losses and damage may be suffered by the Applicant.
Information provided by the Respondent indicated that the level of exploration proposed
would be of a scale that would not exceed a ‘grassroots’ to ‘modest’ level of exploration.
The Board accepts that this is the level of mining activity anticipated by the Respondent
to be undertaken in the foreseeable future. However, the Board cannot limit its decision
to these levels of activity as the Respondent, individually or with support of others, could
expand its exploration program beyond the scale of activities undertaken to date.
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In light of the above, the Board has determined that security should be considered in
relation to all levels of exploration activities that could be undertaken. For simplicity, the
Board has adopted the classification system for exploration programs set out in the Yukon
Quartz Mining Land Use Regulations (the ‘MLUR’). The MLUR establishes four classes
of mining activity that could potentially occur as part of an exploration program. Class I
involves basic exploration with minimal anticipated impact to the area explored, while
Class IV, at the other end of the spectrum of exploration programs, involves more
intensive exploration activity and, as a result, is anticipated likely to cause significant
impact to the area explored.

5. Loss or Damage to the Applicant
The Board has considered the four mining activity levels described in the MLUR in
relation to the type of impacts that could be caused at the landfill and the resultant effect
that these impacts could have in terms of loss or damage suffered by the Applicant. The
impacts can broadly be grouped into two categories:
a) those that potentially cause adverse environmental effects; and
b) those that could potentially disrupt the planned activities of the Applicant at the
landfill.
In reference to the first of these, the Board has noted that the posting of security in
relation to the risk of adverse environmental effects is the subject of s.143 (1) of the Act.
Section 143(1) of the Act provides that either the Chief of Mining Land Use or the
Minister, depending upon the class of exploration program to be carried out, may require
the person undertaking the exploration program to furnish and maintain security with the
Minister where there is a risk of significant adverse environmental effect for a planned
Class II, III, IV exploration program.
The Board further notes that s.15(1) of the Act does not specify the nature of the loss or
damage that may be caused by mining activities. Thus it is possible that security could be
collected under either s.15(1) or s.143(1) in relation to loss or damage that may be caused
vis a vis adverse environmental effects. To avoid this situation from occurring, and in
recognition of the specificity of s.143(1) regarding security in relation to the risk of
adverse environmental effects of mining activities, the Board has determined that it will
not consider the loss or damage to the Applicant that are environmentally related as these
matters should be addressed under s.143(1) of the Act.
In contrast to the above, the Board has determined that the loss or damage referred to in
s.15(1) must address any loss or damage incurred as a result of the disruption of activities
that the lawful owner or occupant can engage in as a result of the mining activities. In
the context of the Applicant’s activities at the landfill, the Board has determined that the
key loss or damage that may be suffered by the Applicant is disruption to the Applicant’s
scheduled use of the landfill over the next 25 years.
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Crucial to the above conclusion is the word ‘disruption’. The Board has concluded that
mining activities undertaken by the Respondent may disrupt the activities of the
Applicant and as a result, may cause loss or damage to the Applicant.
When attempting to determine security for this possible disruption, the Board has
concluded that it will consider only short-term disruptions to the Applicant’s use. Where
disruption is of a long-term or permanent nature, it is the Board’s opinion that such
disruptions are more properly considered matters of compensation.
Bearing in mind the above, the Board accepts the Applicant’s position that their primary
concerns respecting loss or damage are related to the fact that the activities of the
Respondent will disrupt the management and operation of the landfill such that the
Applicant will be prevented from effectively and efficiently operating the landfill. More
specifically, the Applicant has indicated that it is concerned about
a) damage to existing cells and the areas already prepared for use as a result of the
exploratory activities of the Respondent;
b) interruption to the day to day activities at the landfill that may be caused by the
Respondent; and
c) loss of use of the land, whether this be temporary or permanent.
Each of these concerns is discussed below.
a) Damage to Active and Closed Cells
The landfill is divided into cells that overlay portions of the three mineral claims of
the Respondent. The Applicant has identified seven cells which are either existing or
intended for use for landfill purposes over the next 25 years. Of the cells that have
been identified by the Applicant, one is actively in use (i.e. waste is being deposited
into the cell) (‘Active Cell’). Two cells that have been used in the past are
presently closed (‘Closed Cells’) although some materials, such as waste metal, are
stored on top of these cells. Beyond the Active Cell and Closed Cells, the land is not
used for landfill purposes, but is primarily providing a buffer zone for the actively
used landfill site.
The Applicant stated that it was concerned that any exploration work undertaken by
the Respondent within an Active Cell or a Closed Cell will compromise the integrity
of the cell. Of particular concern to the Applicant is the uncontrolled dispersal of
waste materials that may occur if cell contents are ‘released’ through mining
activities and leaching of liquids if cell liners are penetrated as a result of mining
activity.
The Board is of the opinion that where no Active Cells or Closed Cells are located,
any loss of use or enjoyment that may be caused by exploration activities will be
minimal. However, the Board is of the opinion that where the Respondent engages in
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mining activities in areas where Active Cells or Closed Cells are located or if mining
activities are carried on the roadways permitting access to the Active Cells and
Closed Cells, the potential for loss or damage occurring is significant and should
attract security.

b) Interruption to Day-to-Day Activities
The Board has determined that where the day-to-day activities of the Applicant occur
at the same time and location as mining activities are undertaken by the Respondent,
the potential for interruption to the Applicant may be substantial and loss or damage
may be incurred as a result of this conflict. This situation should attract security.

c) Potential for Loss of the Use of the Land
The Applicant has stated that it is concerned that the activities of the Respondent
may ultimately prevent the Applicant from using the landfill and that if this were to
happen then the Applicant would have to incur significant cost to secure a new site
for municipal waste disposal. The Board has concluded that if the mining activity of
the Respondent proceeded such that the Applicant did have to relocate the landfill,
this would amount to actual loss or damage to the Applicant and would be matter of
compensation.
However, the Board recognizes that depending upon the nature and scope of the
mining activity undertaken by the Respondent, the Applicant may be required to
develop and use its cells in an order other than that which the Applicant has presently
planned. Further, it may have to temporarily suspend the use of a cell and develop a
new cell until mining activities are concluded. In either situation, the Applicant
would have to incur capital costs outside of its original plan. Any losses or damages
resulting from these events occurring could potentially be significant. Security
levels should reflect this possibility, particularly where the disruption will or may
occur over more than one year.

6. Level of Security
As noted in the previous section, the Board has identified a number of situations where
the potential for loss or damage occurring as a result of mining activities is significant
and for which security should be posted. These are summarized below in relation to the
determined security levels.
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a) Undeveloped Land
Where mining activities are conducted on land other than that used as an Active Cell,
a Closed Cell, land used to access and maintain either of these cell types or for
storage, the Board is of the opinion that the impact on the Applicant’s use and
enjoyment would be so low as not to warrant security.
b) Developed Land
i) Class I Exploration Program – Although the MLUR requires completion of a
Class I exploration program in a 12 month period, which would include such
things as backfilling trenches, the exploration activities of the Respondent may
result in the Applicant incurring costs to remediate the land in order to exercise
its right to use the land in advance of the end of a Class I exploration program.
Security levels should reflect this potential situation as it may result in loss or
damage to the Applicant.
For comparison purposes, the Board has considered the backfilling that the
Applicant undertook in response to the mining activities conducted by the
Respondent in 1997. The Applicant indicated that it spent $6,200 for the
backfilling. In considering these figures, the Board notes that the issue before
them is security and not compensation. Further the Board is of the view that
Class I exploration activities are of a short term and should not result in
significant impact on the Applicant and that the security level should reflect this
reality.
On the basis of the foregoing, security of $5,000 shall be posted by the
Respondent when it engages in Class I exploration activities on land used by the
Applicant as an Active Cell or a Closed Cell or on land used for storage or to
access either of the cell types.

ii) Class II, III and IV Exploration Programs – The Board has concluded that where
the Respondent engages in more intensive exploration activities, the need for
security is greater. Exploration activities of the Respondent beyond Class I
mining activities may result in the Applicant having to suspend operations in an
Active Cell and possible to develop a new cell.
The Applicant provided information regarding the cost of developing new cells.
With respect to the most recently developed cell, Cell #3, the Applicant indicated
that between $250,000 and $300,000 were expended to develop the cell.
The Board considers that any suspension of the Applicant’s operations in an
Active Cell is of a temporary nature and does not result in a loss of the
Applicant’s original investment. However, it is likely that the Applicant will
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